Turmoil in Belarus Benefits the Kremlin
By Paisley Turner and Mason Clark

Key Takeaway: Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko will likely survive current mass protests but will emerge substantially more vulnerable to Russian pressure. Lukashenko claims to have won the August 9 election with 80 percent of the vote, sparking mass protests. Lukashenko is successfully containing the demonstrations and forced leading opposition candidate Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya to flee to Lithuania and denounce the protests. Lukashenko’s domestic position is nevertheless weakened by these unprecedented displays of public opposition, and his ability to resist pressure from the Kremlin is reduced.

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko will likely remain in power despite mass protests following the August 9 presidential election. The Belarusian Central Electoral Commission (CEC) claimed Lukashenko won 80.23 percent of the vote while leading opposition candidate Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya received only 9.9 percent. An unverified exit poll by vote monitor Golos reported that Tsikhanouskaya received 80 percent of the vote. Lukashenko manipulated the vote by arresting election observers, cutting internet service to prevent vote monitoring coordination, and simply falsifying vote counts with mass ballots.

Well-organized protesters are contesting the election results. Tsikhanouskaya rejected the result and encouraged Belarusians to protest on August 9. Thousands of Belarusians began protesting on August 9 following early exit polls proclaiming a Lukashenko victory. Protests continued into August 10 and 11. Several Telegram accounts established just before the election are issuing detailed instructions and coordinating protesters. The protests likely emerged organically within Belarus without significant foreign support.

Belarusian security forces are successfully controlling the protests. Belarusian security forces detained 3,000 across Belarus on August 9 and reportedly killed one protester. The security forces remain loyal to Lukashenko, despite localized incidents of police refraining from violence they were ordered to commit against protesters.

Lukashenko is likely directly threatening Tsikhanouskaya and her family in order to break up the protest movement. Tsikhanouskaya fled Belarus to Lithuania on August 10 after Belarusian security personnel detained her at the Belarusian CEC headquarters for three hours. She then personally released a video implying she left for the safety of her children, whom she sent to Lithuania during the election campaign. Tut.by, a pro-Lukashenko news outlet, later released a video of Tsikhanouskaya reading a prepared statement asking Belarusians stop protesting and accept the stated results of the election in a second video, likely recorded during her time in the CEC.

Lukashenko’s decisions in the last 6 months provoked the current historic protests and weakened his position.

Lukashenko’s botched COVID-19 response sparked public outcry. Lukashenko refused to implement lockdown measures, labeled the virus a “psychosis,” and recommended Belarusians drink vodka and go to saunas to “poison” the virus. 150,000 Belarusians signed a petition to the World Health Organization asking for safety measures in Belarus in early April.

Protests against Lukashenko’s repression of opposition candidates merged with pre-existing COVID protests in May. The CEC banned and later arrested opposition blogger Sergei Tsikhanouski, Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya’s husband, in May. Two thousand protesters marched in Minsk on May 31 in response. Authorities arrested opposition candidate Nikolai Statkevich while he was on route to support Tsikhanouski. Belarusian police next arrested leading opposition candidate Viktor Babriko, who was formerly chairman of Belgazprombank, a subsidiary of Russian gas giant Gazprom, on June 18.

Babriko’s arrest led thousands to protest in 10 cities on June 19 and 20. The CEC officially blocked Babriko and opposition candidate Valery Tsepkalo from the election on July 14, provoking further protests. Belarusian security forces arrested an estimated 1,140 protesters, journalists, and opposition candidates from May to July in response. Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya emerged as the opposition frontrunner following Babriko’s detention.

Lukashenko’s crackdown in late June exposed fissures in his security services. Members of the Belarusian security forces expressed support in uniform for the June protests on social media. Members of the Belarusian military also attended a rally for Tsikhanouskaya in Brest on August 2. Riot police at an August 9 protest lowered their shields while protesters chanted “well done” and hugged them. These protests are the first visible cracks in the reliability of the security forces. Lukashenko retains strong but incomplete control over his security.
forces; he is successfully using them to crush post-election protests but declining support will likely weaken him in the long-term.

**Lukashenko’s incompetence and repressive measures coalesced to provoke an unprecedented protest movement prior to the August 9 election.** Belarusian mass protests historically occurred after elections and were quickly suppressed, as in 2006 and 2010. Lukashenko used open threats of violence and leveraged the threat of the then-recent Maidan revolution in Ukraine to prevent protests altogether in 2015. The formation of a protest movement before the 2020 election, exacerbated by anger at Lukashenko’s COVID-19 response, uniquely challenged Lukashenko.

Lukashenko likely underestimated Tsikhanouskaya due to her political inexperience. On July 30, Tsikhanouskaya held the largest political rally since Belarus’s independence from the Soviet Union in 1991 with over 60,000 people in attendance. This rally was followed by another historic protest, the largest political rally in the history of the city of Minsk with 20,000 people in attendance on August 2. The protest movement developed at scale with surprising speed, considering Belarus’ lack of established civil society networks and Lukashenko’s control over communication services.

**Lukashenko attempted to frame his suppression efforts as combatting international, primarily Russian, interference.** Lukashenko admitted he personally ordered security forces to arrest Babariko and Tsikhanouskaya, claiming they were Russian puppets and he was upholding democracy by preventing foreign interference. Belarusian security forces arrested 33 Russians from the Kremlin-backed private military company (PMC) “Wagner Group” on July 29, claiming they were sent by the Kremlin to instigate protests. Ukrainian officials confirmed 28 of the 33 alleged Wagner personnel fought with Russian-backed proxies in Donbas on July 31. Lukashenko repeatedly claimed Russia, Ukraine, or the United States would attempt to overthrow him during the election. Lukashenko domestically portrayed the election as a choice between stability and chaos to justify crackdowns on protests.

**Implications:**

**Lukashenko will likely retain power but is increasingly susceptible to Kremlin pressure.** Lukashenko forced Putin to miss a publicly stated late 2019 deadline to advance the Union State process, a supranational agreement with the stated goal of the federal integration of Russia and Belarus under a joint structure. ISW has previously assessed that Putin may have sought to use the Union State as a way to retain power after the expiration of his presidential term. Following this defeat, Putin instead amended the Russian Constitution to allow himself to remain effectively president for life. Lukashenko’s weakened domestic position following his COVID-19 response and ongoing protests will likely increase Russian leverage and reverse Lukashenko’s successes.

**The Kremlin’s objective is to cement Russian suzerainty over Belarus.** The Kremlin has two main courses of action to achieve this objective – supporting Lukashenko while weakening him or supporting a new regime. The Kremlin likely prefers Lukashenko in power over a possible alternative who would attempt to break relations with the Kremlin or block the Union State, or the likely international repercussions of a hybrid intervention in Belarus. The Kremlin retains the capability, however, to take advantage of a collapse of the Lukashenko government to permanently cement its control over Belarus.

The US must be prepared to deter any potential effort by Putin to take advantage of the protest movement in order to subjugate Belarus. However, the US must avoid legitimizing Lukashenko’s undemocratic actions and crackdown on the protest movement. Increased Kremlin dominance over Belarus would advance the Kremlin’s strategic goals of regaining control over the Soviet Union and free up Russian resources to further pressure Europe, which the US must contest - but not at the expense of support for essential liberal values.
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